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“The more difficult the
victory, the greater the
happiness in winning”
Pelé

Olympic Channel

WELCOME

Documentary Series: “Athletes Under Fire”
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Qatar National Day
Feature Documentary: “Ayamna”

Qatar Ministry of Culture & Sports
Short Form: “Project Launch”

Ultramarine Films
produces epic content
that captivates and
inspires viewers
locally, regionally and
internationally.

Established in the UK & Qatar in 2010,
Ultramarine Films works for the world’s leading
documentary broadcasters and Qatar’s most
esteemed organisations including: National
Geographic Channel, Olympic Channel,
Discovery Channel, BBC, ABC, Al Rayyan TV,
BeIn Sports and the Supreme Committee for
Delivery & Legacy.
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Ultramarine Films are
experts in capturing never
before seen content in
some of the world’s most
remote territories. In
2015, “Super Predator”
was the highest rating
programme for Discovery
Channel’s Shark Week
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Ultramarine Films professional broadcast

Through our dedication to filmmaking,

Ultramarine Films is Qatar’s leading

production team, based in Doha, Qatar

we’ve established a first-class network

broadcast documentary production

and London, UK develops, scripts,

of the best script writers, directors,

company and maintains a full service,

produces and distributes innovative

producers, animators, cameramen,

broadcast 4K production & post

video, film and animation content from

sound recordists, editors and VFX artists

production facility in Doha.

start to finish.

from across the world.

BROADCAST
PROJECTS

Ultramarine Films has
produced 60 hours of
international broadcast
television
Ultramarine Films produces factual

broadcast worldwide on Discovery

television programmes for Al Rayyan

documentary programmes of the

Channel, National Geographic Channel,

Television including: ‘Future Qatar’,

highest quality.

Smithsonian Channel, Vice and the

‘The Investigators’; ‘Elements of Qatar’

Olympic Channel.

and ‘ Lekhwiya’.

Specialists in the use of state-of-the-
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art production equipment, motion

Ultramarine Films pioneered

graphics and innovative filming

documentary production in Qatar,

techniques, Ultramarine Films projects

producing more than 60 hours of

ATHLETES
UNDER
FIRE
While most elite athletes wish for medals, records
and glory; some just hope for safe training
sessions, free from bullets and bombs. This unique
documentary series commissioned by the Olympic
Channel tells the stories of six of the worlds most
determined and resourceful athletes as they strive to
achieve their Olympic dream’s from inside active war
zones in Yemen, Iraq, South Sudan, Somalia

BROADCAST PROJECTS

and Syria.

Client
Olympic Channel
Broadcasters
NBC / BeIn Sport / Discovery Channel
Format
8 x 30min episodes
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ELEMENTS
OF
QATAR
How is Qatar protecting its natural elements through a period
of unprecedented development? How will people living in Qatar
today ensure a healthy and vibrant future for the generations to
follow? This ground-breaking series investigates the vital elements
of life in Qatar: from the water that we drink, to the electricity
in our homes, to the air that we breathe. Across thirteen, halfhour episodes, this series examines the science that lies behind
Qatar’s elements and introduces innovative Qatari’s committed to

BROADCAST PROJECTS

ensuring a prosperous and responsible future.

Client
Al Rayyan TV
Presenter
Nasser Al Salmeen
Format
13 x 30min episodes
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GENERATION
RISE
Generation Rise profiles the lives of sixteen, rising
Olympic stars from the Middle East and North Africa
as they each overcome unique challenges to achieve
their dreams to compete in at the Olympic Games.
This series reveals the sacrifices the athletes make in
their daily lives, the story of their cultures and their
intense individual ambition as they each strive to
represent their nation on the ultimate

BROADCAST PROJECTS

world stage.

Client
Olympic Channel
Broadcasters
NBC / BeIn Sport / Discovery Channel
Format
8 x 30min episodes
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BROADCAST PROJECTS

LEKHWIYA

Lekhwiya is a high-action, character led
documentary series that profiles Qatar’s most
highly trained men and women from the nations
internal security force. This thirteen-part
documentary series tells the complete, inside
story of each component of the Lekhwiya Forces
as they take on real-time challenges across
the nation. Each episode profiles the Lekhwiya
forces specific training regimes, their specialised
equipment, their unique skills, and showcases
the remarkable capabilities that safeguards the
Qatari people 24/7.
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Client
Al Rayyan TV
Format
13 x 30min episodes

BROADCAST PROJECTS

FUTURE QATAR

This ground-breaking 26-part documentary
series, presented by Hamad Mejegheer, stands
witness to the spectacular evolution of Qatar
and above all – the thrilling human stories
behind its incredible transformation. With
the history and traditions of Qatari culture
at its core, this series links an illustrious past
to a glorious present and exhilarating future.
Bringing together science, technology and
history with beautiful images, stunning CGI
and high-drama “Future Qatar” captures the
true power of the human spirit at one of the
most dynamic times in its history.
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Client
Al Rayyan TV
Presenter
Hamad Mejegheer
Format
26 x 30min episodes

BROADCAST PROJECTS

THE
INVESTIGATORS
This breakthrough children’s series follows the
adventures of four Qatari school kids who are
determined to make their nation a better place for
everyone. Together they investigate issues that
interest kids: from toys to the environment; from
snack foods to the best ways to have fun. Along the

Client

way, they meet the adults who are in charge and

Al Rayyan TV

challenge them from a kid’s point of view…They
might just make the adults listen as well.

Format
13 x 30min episodes
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LEKHWIYA:
FALCONS OF
THE SKY
Qataris have long cherished the falcon. Its elegance
in flight. Its speed, power, and precision. The master
of the sky.
As Qatar reaches for the goals of Vision 2030,
Lekhwiya’s paratroopers are also aiming to become
masters of the sky - and one of the best skydiving
outfits in the world.
This is the story of one team’s commitment,
technical ability, and bravery, as they reach for their
collective dream.

BROADCAST PROJECTS

They are; Lekhwiya: Falcons of the Sky.

Client
Al Rayyan TV
Format
30min Feature
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FEATURE
DOCUMENTARY
Feature documentaries created through
artful story-telling and strong artistic
vision, can transform conversations and
cultures. Ultramarine Films produced
Qatar’s first feature length documentary
project “Young Sons of the Desert” under
the request of HE Salah bin Ghanem
Al Ali and the Qatar National Day
Celebrations and Organizing Committee
in 2012. Following the documentaries
success at the Al Jazeera Documentary
festival in 2013, Ultramarine Films has
produced a total of six documentary
films for Qatar National Day. Each
feature documentary has considered the
importance of Qatar’s past on its rapid,
transformative journey into its future.
14

AYAMNA

FEATURE DOCUMENTARY

This feature
length, poetic
documentary
captures the
national spirit
of Qatar.
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Ayamna journeys through the intricate
kaleidoscope of everyday human life as

Client

it’s experienced by some of the two and a

Qatar National Day

half million people who call Qatar home.
This heartfelt documentary interweaves

Format

extraordinary personal stories with stunning

90 mins

images transporting viewers on a visual
journey through Qatar’s contemporary world.

YOUNG
SONS
OF THE
DESERT

FEATURE DOCUMENTARY

Five young
Qatari men
learn the
ancient desert
traditions
of their
forefathers.

Five young Qatari men, used to the air-conditioned
and remote-controlled comfort of Twenty-first
Century life in the Gulf, take on the ancient desert
traditions of their forefathers. They’re physically
and mentally pushed to their limits by a wise Desert
Sheik in some of the most severe desert conditions
on the planet. They will be taught ancient desert
skills, they will face specific tests as individuals
and as a group, and they will live through the same
adversity as their ancestors. How will they survive?
Client
Qatar National Day
Format
90 mins
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SONS
OF
THE
SEA

FEATURE DOCUMENTARY

Five young Qatari’s sail across the Arabian Gulf in a
traditional pearl merchant’s dhow. Following the ancient
seafaring traditions of their forefathers, together they face
tests of strength and skill both above and beneath the waves.

“Sons of the Sea” tells the story of five extraordinary
young Qatari men as they sail across Qatar waters in a
traditional pearl merchant’s dhow. Under the command
of a lifelong sea Captain each of the boys will learn
the ancient seafaring traditions of their forefathers as
they explore the history, the beauty and the mystery of
Qatar’s waters. Living and working on the dhow just as
their ancestors did, they face daily tests of strength and
skill both above and beneath the waves.

Client
Qatar National Day
Format
90 mins
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BARZAN
This one-hour special
documents neverbefore-seen ‘megasized’ industrial
action as a Qatari
led team installs
the planets biggest
natural gas offshore
platform in just
eleven days.

This one-hour special documents never-before-

FEATURE DOCUMENTARY

seen ‘mega-sized’ industrial action as a Qatari led
team from RasGas - the world’s largest natural gas
producer - installs the planet’s biggest natural gas
offshore platform in just eleven days. It is one of
the biggest single industrial events ever planned in
Qatar’s history. Across the eleven-day timeframe,
during the assembly of this colossal structure in the
Arabian Gulf marine zone, there is no room for error.

Client
Qatar National Day
Format
90 mins
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FEATURE DOCUMENTARY

A great white
shark, three
meters long
and packed
with nearly a
tonne of muscle,
is savagely
attacked one
hundred meters
below the sea’s
surface by a far
larger and faster
mystery predator.

In the hidden depths of Australia’s wild Southern

the shark and its tag are savagely devoured… This

Ocean a great white shark, three meters long

is the story of a super predator’s epic underwater

and packed with nearly a tonne of muscle, is

attack that leads investigators to an aquatic

savagely attacked one hundred meters below

battle zone, never witnessed before, where killer

the sea’s surface by a far larger and faster

whales, sperm whales, colossal squid and great

mystery predator… An electronic tracking device

white sharks enter into combat in an underwater

attached to the great white records a high-speed

colosseum where only the fiercest creatures of the

underwater chase six hundred meters deep before

marine world can survive.

Client
National Geographic Channel
Format
60 mins
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THE SEARCH FOR
THE OCEAN’S
SUPER PREDATOR

SHORT
FORM

Since Ultramarine Films inception, we have partnered with Qatar’s
leading government organizations & private companies to craft
spectacular visual experiences across a wide range of short form
projects. Building on our story-telling foundations, we’re collaborators
in the film-making process from beginning to end; we’re script writers
and scene builders who have the creative vision to ensure that our short
form projects make an impact.
20

AL RAYYAN
STADIUM
CELEBRATION
FILM

This 8K film vividly celebrates the heritage, the
history and the identity of Qatar’s largest municipal
community, Al Rayyan. Projected across a
spectacular outdoor screen; this project showcased
the leaders and heroes of the Al Rayyan community
including Mansour Muftah, Mohammed Al Suwaidi,
Engineer Hamad Abdullah Al Marri, Ali Salem Afifah,
Rashid Saeed Al Naimi, Abdulrahman Al Kuwari,
Abdulrahman al Khorbi, as well as international
football icons Frank & Ronald De Boer, Mario Basler
and Fernando Hierro.

Client
Supreme Committee for Legacy & Delivery
Format
1 x HD 3min - multiplatform

SHORT FORM

3 x 8K 3min - films for projection
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QATAR
FOUNDATION:
ARC14

Ultramarine Films produced the opening film for
ARC14 that showcased Qatar Foundation’s scientific
excellence initiative to its esteemed global invitees
in the presence of Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint
Nasser. This film set the ARC14 brand standard by
vividly capturing the Qatar Foundations ambition to

SHORT FORM

become one of the planets leading destinations for
research and development in science.

Client
Qatar Foundation
Format
2 x HD 5min - multiplatform
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SHORT FORM

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY PROGRAMME INITIATIVE
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Ultramarine Films produced the opening film for

become one of the planets leading destinations for

Client

ARC14 that showcased Qatar Foundation’s scientific

research and development in science.

Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy

excellence initiative to its esteemed global invitees
in the presence of Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint

Format

Nasser. This film set the ARC14 brand standard by

2 x HD 2min – multiplatform

vividly capturing the Qatar Foundations ambition to

2 x 4K 2min - films for projection

OUR
SERVICES
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CONSULTANCY SERVICES

SOCIAL MEDIA SERVICES

Ultramarine Films has fulfilled both short-term

agencies and they work as embedded, production

Ultramarine Films has been producing specific social

war zones. Bespoke content was developed and

and long-term production consultancy services

teams within the nation states most esteemed

media content for international broadcasters and

produced for Facebook, Twitter and Instagram

to government, corporate and independent

organisations.

online partners since 2015. We have a proven track

social media platforms.

OUR SERVICES

organisations within Qatar since 2011.

delivering bespoke social media content that meets
We offer international and local expertise across all

technical specifications and achieves maximum

segments of broadcast video content production

audience reach across Instagram, Facebook,

with our highly skilled consultants operating in
creative, technical and strategic roles.

Snapchat and Twitter.
Clients include
Athletes Under Fire

Our teams have pioneered Qatar’s national broadcast
channels creative and technical capabilities; they
have researched, sourced and installed end to end,
production and post-production systems for government
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record in strategically developing, producing and

Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy

Ultramarine Films were commissioned to

•

Qatar Foundation

create social media content to accompany a

•

Al Rayyan Television

documentary series profiling the lives of aspiring

•

Olympic athletes who live and train inside active

Client
•

Olympic Channel

LOCATION FILMING SERVICES

Ultramarine Films is one of a select few production

Our services include, but are not limited to,

•

Transport services

companies officially licensed by Qatari authorities

the following:

•

Customs services for import/export of production

•

Provision of specialist crew across all sectors of

•

Qatar entry services for production cast and crew

production

•

Hospitality services for production cast and crew

OUR SERVICES

to provide complete location filming services within
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Qatar for all variants of video and film production,

equipment

including: broadcast, documentary, commercial,
advertorial, news, sports, online and film.

•

Our comprehensive knowledge of Qatar’s production

•

equipment (camera/lighting/audio/grips)

Our teams have pioneered Qatar’s national broadcast

Provision of industry leading post-production

channels creative and technical capabilities; they

services (offline/online/audio)

have researched, sourced and installed end to

Creative services including: development,

end, production and post-production systems for

scripting, music composition & performance

government agencies and they work as embedded,

•

Casting services

production teams within the nation states most

•

Location scouting and permit services

esteemed organisations.

scene ensures that Ultramarine Films clients will
always be offered production plans that are reliable,

Provision of high specification production

•

cost effective and efficiently produced.

Clients include
•

Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy

•

Qatar Foundation

•

Al Rayyan Television

HELICOPTER AERIAL SERVICES

UAV AERIAL (DRONE) SERVICES

Ultramarine Films provide specialist UAV (unmanned
aerial vehicle) aerial filming services, both on the
ground and in the air, using our state of the art drone
systems and stabilized camera equipment ensuring
stunning shots in virtually any location.
We use a range of UAV’s all equipped to shoot Ultra
High Definition (UHD) 4K resolution footage.
Our team consists of Qatar CAA approved flight

Ultramarine Films have forged a decade long

controllers and UAV pilots who are each highly

partnership with leading aerial film experts -

experienced in local operating procedure, ensuring

Tenthirteen Aerial Film – who are recognized as one

that Ultramarine Films captures breathtaking aerial

of the leading providers of aerial filming in Qatar and

footage across Qatar’s stunning landscape as required.

OUR SERVICES

the Middle East, in recent years completing over 100
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shoots in many countries throughout the region.

We offer complete drone aerial filming services;
including safety surveys, UAV flight permit

Tenthirteen Aerial Film projects include Tour of Qatar,
BBC’s Wild Arabia, numerous commercials, features
and IMAX films. Together we have established
valuable relationships with Qatar’s key aerospace
suppliers and we have extensive experience in
advising and assisting clients with a wide range of
permissions and permits.

Clients include
•

Qatar National Day

•

Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy

•

Al Rayyan TV

applications, and close proximity flying procedures.
Please note, Qatari law prevents any operation of
UAV’s or remotely operated air systems (RPAS)
without valid government permission due to hazards
posed to State Air Safety and Air Navigation.

Clients include
•

National Geographic Channel

•

Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy

•

Olympic Channel

ANIMATION / CGI / VFX SERVICES

OUR SERVICES

Ultramarine Films have been developing and
producing bespoke, high-end animation and CGI
content since the company’s inception. We work
in close collaboration with the world’s leading
animation content production companies who
have expertise in harnessing traditional and
experiences for audiences to enjoy and share.

•

National Geographic Channel

We have specific experience in producing

•

Al Rayyan TV

animated content for ultra-wide 8K format

•

Qatar National Day

exterior display systems.
28

Clients include

digital film craft techniques to create engaging

THE TEAM

THE TEAM
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Khalid Mohammad Salem Al-Kuwari

Michael Lynch

Tamer Alzebak

Director & Partner

Director & Founder

Executive Producer & Director

Khalid has occupied a wide range of

Michael Lynch launched a production

Born and raised in Qatar, Tamer is one

senior management positions within

office in Doha after directing the feature

of the nation state’s most dynamic and

Qatari government organizations

documentary “The Sons of the Desert”

sought-after executive producers. A

throughout his professional career.

for Qatar National Day (international

Director & Partner of Ultramarine Films,

Khalid currently serves as the Finance

Al Jazeera documentary festival grand

Tamer is the creative force behind the

and Administration Director of “Al-

finalist) and establishing the factual

companies most successful broadcast

Jazeera Children” and is a member of

programming department at Al Rayyan

projects including the documentary

the JCC executive management team.

TV. He has developed, produced, directed

series “ Lekhwiya” and “Future Qatar” for

His previous roles focused on human

and executive produced more than

Al Rayyan TV; the Qatar National Day

resource development, serving as H.R.

two hundred hours of documentary

feature documentary “Ayamna”, as

Management for “Al-Jazeera Children”

broadcast projects for the BBC, National

well as offering consulting services on

and H.R. Expert, Ministry of Municipality

Geographic Channel, History Channel,

the MBC4 breakout returning series

& Urban Planning, Qatar. In addition

ABC Australia, Vice, the Olympic

“Stars of Science” – the first pan Arab

to serving in senior management

Channel and directed the ‘Shark Week’

reality-TV project dedicated to scientific

roles, Khalid is an innovative broadcast

hit for the Discovery Channel “The

innovation and research. In addition to

entrepreneur who is working to define

Search for the Ocean’s Super Predator”.

possessing expert technical knowledge

Qatar’s unique vision in the rapidly

Throughout his career, Michael has

of all aspects of digital broadcast

evolving world of content creation

forged an international reputation for

production (including camera & audio

and publishing.

gaining unique access to epic human

technologies, aerial drone production,

stories in extreme conditions. Australian

CGI & VFX graphics and post-production

born, he is particularly focused on

systems); Tamer is one of Qatar’s master

documenting the wonders & mysteries

storytellers with a deep understanding

of the marine world.

of Qatar’s people and the nations spirit.

CLIENTS & LOCATION

CLIENTS
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•

ABC Australia

•

Ministry of Youth & Sport

•

Qatari Diar

•

Al Rayyan TV

•

National Geographic Channel

•

RasGas

•

Aljazeera Media Network

(US & International)

•

Smithsonian Channel

•

AlRayyan Satellite Channel

•

NBC

•

Supreme Committee for

•

Ashgal

•

Olympic Channel

•

Aspire

•

Private Engineering Office

•

Supreme Council of Education

•

BBC

•

Qatar 2022

•

Supreme Council of Health

•

BeIn Sports

•

Qatar Airways

•

Discovery Channel

•

Qatar Foundation

(US & International)

•

Qatar National Day

•

Kahrama

•

Katara Hospitality

•

Ministry of Energy & Industry

•

Qatar Petroleum

•

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

•

Qatar Rail

Celebrations & Organizing
Committee

Delivery & Legacy

CLIENTS & LOCATION
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LOCATION – DOHA

LOCATION – LONDON

Address

Qatar

Address

UK

Ultramarine Films LLC

Tamer Alzebak

Ultramarine Films LLC

Michael Lynch

Street 840, Building 81, Zone 18

T +974 40179855

1 Vincent Square

T +44 797 0025 919

12th Floor, Office 122
Al Aaliya St, Old Salata
Doha, Qatar

London
E hello@ultramarinefilms.com

SW1P 2PN

E hello@ultramarinefilms.com

